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So here, Szabolcs (who is not a doctor either), a pharmacologist, complains because I’m posting a link 

on his facebook spam garbage page with my page entitled The Corona Virus Scam. Science is about 

asking questions, learning, verifying, and confirming (By the way, I not only also read scientific papers, 

but am the final editor for scientific research papers that are to be published.). I literally implied that 

he was either a communist, Nazi, Muslim or parent who is trying to protect his children from bullying. 

That was after I asked him why he would be intimidated by what I post if his science trumps mine (I 

waited to receive an answer, but he provided not an element of a reason to that question.). That is 

the definition of science, you know? Asking questions, verifying facts, listening and contributing with 

intent to participate in dialogue, experimentations, and experiences. 

There is much more to this Szabolcs character that I haven’t logged besides what you see here. For 

instance, previously he must have downplayed 10-15 medical doctors (links and articles from them) 

with a wide range of disciplines that I’ve shown him, only to receive his declaration that these people 

are not “real” doctors (with 100s of years of accumulative experiences in medical work), all the while 

claiming that he is well-informed and the science guy. Now, however, he downplayed all of my 

collected materials, which include literally thousands of medical professionals with 10s of thousands 

and possibly 100s of thousands of hours in medical work accumulatively.  

So, Szabolcs once told me that his followers think of him as some sort of god. Now I realize that his 

followers are either sheep, or their comments and they are being removed. It’s certain that 

commenters there aren’t posting comments more scientific than I, in general. I now remember 

agreeing to someone who stated that the Pfizer vaccination wasn’t a vaccination. Szabolcs is like a 

guy doing research and throwing away the information that doesn’t follow his directives. Szabolcs is 

like a propagandist in favor of the lies.  

I have a piece of Szabolcs’ interactions with me on The Corona Virus Scam pdf file. Take a peek. It’s 

neither science nor scientific facts he’s seeking, but an agenda. He never wants to discuss any of his 

findings. He presented me one piece from the CDC without an author or any references—and its 

conclusion was the same as mine! Unverifiable gobbledygook, is what it admitted to say its research 

was! When I confronted him with their findings—in a less provocative way, he told me to stop 

reading that stuff because I am not a scientist and so therefore I don’t know how to read it. His 

attempt to scold me like a little kid is a major fail! 

So he writes me with: 

Dear Chris, 

If you please, stop spreading unscientific crap on my page „Szakirodalmi tallózó”. 

I love you, you are my Friend, but this is a red line. 

Thank You in advance, 

Cheers, 

Szabolcs 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=857&lang=1
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/The%20Corona%20Virus%20Scam.pdf


** 

My response was: 

From: Chris Dias <chris@mediaaccess.hu> 

Subject: Re: A small request 

I don't know what you're talking about. I rarely go on facebook and I don't follow your page at all. 

Maybe old info, not sure. 

-Chris 

** 

He responds:  

Hit here, 

I have just delated one of your comments. THis was second in row. 

** 

My Frfiend, 

Because I communicate scientific literature from respected medical papers in my own profession and 

do not want to see any unscientific contents. 

This is the "Koronavírus vakcináció - Szakirodalmi tallózó page". 

No hard feelings, but as much as I respect your stuff, flyers, ect and do not comment on them, please, 

do the same. 

Cheers, 

Szabolcs 

** 

From: Chris Dias <chris@mediaaccess.hu> 

To: Dobson Szabolcs <dictum.dobson@t-online.hu> 

Subject: Re: A small request 

One question, brother. If the info you spread is so scientific and mine is something else, why would 

you be afraid or annoyed that I post on what you share for the world to see? Wouldn't your science 

trump mine? 

Isn't that how conversations and development of the mind are created? As far as I know, only 

communists, Nazis, Muslims and parents who want to protect their children from bullying block 

discord. 



Anyway, no problem. Just tell me what you're talking about specifically or give me the name so I can 

unfollow it. No disrespect intended, because I really don't know how to resolve this if you don't give 

me the shared post or club. I do post my opinion when I find it's warranted - especially on corona 

virus and political issues. But if you give me your stuff, I'll block it somehow and that'll solve the issue. 

Sorry for any misunderstandings. 

Thanks, 

-Chris 

** 

Extra Note: He can’t comment on my flyers (which are political in nature against the Hungarian 

regime) because there is no place for that. Besides that, my flyers are in Hungarian and my Hungarian 

level isn’t strong enough to correct them or comment on them extensively. I rely on feedback to help 

me develop them. This doesn’t mean that I always accept the comments to be true, but I rely on 

feedback. Employers and employees and everyone in every field relies on feedback for development. 

I accept it as a part of everyday growth. The facts remain that I don’t shutdown any conversation 

ever unless the person is an absolute troll—maybe a couple of times in my life.  

Science is the method of being critical and skeptical about the information presented and when that 

information becomes less disputable, perhaps it is at that time when it can be verified as being more 

true than would have otherwise transpired. Szabolcs, in essence, is a quack by any definition—a 

fraud! If I do any kind of scientific research and throw away the majority of discoveries because it 

doesn’t coincide with my directives, that’s simply criminal! 

 


